XR-56 Landfill Pump Well Head Completion

Ease of installation is a priority with the XR-56 pump system. Jeneer Group provides various well head competition components to expedite the installation process. We suggest you visit the installation check list located in the download section of our web site to insure your installation is as efficient as possible. The XR-56 installation kit provides the necessary components to quickly install the system to existing wells. The pump can be adapted to existing wells seals and will require the addition of the sensor gland that requires a 1” NPT port.

Well Seals
The Well Seals provide a means for the air supply - air exhaust, fluid discharge lines and sensor cable to exit the well casing while providing a leak proof positive seal. Jeneer Group provides several configurations to meet your site requirements. Custom seals can be supplied to accommodate your site specific applications.

Fernco Type Well Seal
CPVC top plate using expandable glands to seal against the exiting tubing.
Seal can be configured for fluid only, gas only or both. The seals are ordered for 2 inch or 3 inch well heads.
Seal attaches to the casing using a Fernco coupling.
Pump eye bolt suspension cable attachment and water level port are standard.

Flange Type Well Seal
CPVC top plate using expandable glands to seal against the exiting tubing.
Seal can be configured for fluid only, gas only or both. The seals are ordered for 2 inch or 3 inch well heads.
Seal attaches to the casing using a Fernco coupling.
Pump eye bolt suspension cable attachment and water level port are standard.

Down Well Tubing
The down well tubing assembly consists of three tubing bundle Nylon 12 jacketed air/supply and fluid discharge nylon 12 discharge tubing. The ¼” line is not used with the XR-56 pump.
Fluid In - Fluid Out Kits
The XR-56 Fluid in - Fluid Out kits provide tubing, fittings and valves to connect the main air supply to the pump assembly and to connect the fluid discharge from the pump to the force main.

Installation Kit
The installation kit all the brackets and clamps to expedite the installation of the XR-56 pump system.